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Introduction
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Endler, 1993 - The Light Environment
Hypothesis:
Different animal species have different
colors because they inhabit different
environments

Antbirds (Thamnophilidae): Neotropical
family of c. 225 species; very variable in
brightness of plumage; inhabit diverse
light environments
How does plumage brightness vary in
relation to light environments across
antbird species?

Dataset:

4 male+4 female
specimens per species

8 plumage patches per
specimen
(3 replicates per patch)

74,422 spectra
2,012 specimens
Average across replicates and
specimens

Favored models for the evolution of brightness
in each plumage patch:
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Brightness=44.36

Phylogeny:
3 mitochondrial+3 nuclear genes
Bayesian analysis in BEAST
Crown of
Pyriglena
leucoptera male

Theta parameter from OU models:
Adaptive peak of brightness
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Examples:

Best-fitting model selected using
AICc
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BM: Neutral evolution
OU1: Adaptive evolution w/ same adaptive peak
across phylogeny
OUM: Adaptive evolution w/ distinct adaptive
peaks for each light environment
OUMV: Adaptive evolution w/ distinct
peaks and distinct stochastic rates for each
light environment

c. 200 species

Methods and Results
Spectrophotometry:
Color spectra: reflectance x wavelength
Brightness: Total light reflected across
wavelengths 400nm- 700nm

Evolution of plumage brightness:
Data fitted to various models of
interspecific trait evolution using
Maximum Likelihood:

Hector Bottai - https://en.wikipedia.org/

Marchetti, 1993: darker birds inhabit
brighter habitats
McNaught & Owens, 2002: darker birds
inhabit darker habitats

Light environments reconstructed on
phylogeny using stochastic mapping
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Conclusions
Plumage brightness variation in
relation to light environments is
adaptive in antbirds
There are distinct adaptive
peaks for dark and bright light
environments in most plumage
patches

Brightness=1.90

Antbirds are darker in darker
habitats

